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Credit Strengths

» Leading global reinsurer – very strong reinsurance franchise across all major lines, supported by very strong capitalization

» Very well diversified business profile, across product/ risk type, geography and access point (i.e. reinsurance, primary, closed block)

» Very strong capital adequacy and high-quality investment portfolio

» Significant scale, diversification, and technical expertise assist in addressing industry changes

Credit Challenges

» Challenging trading environment for reinsurers: underwriting profits under pressure from lower - albeit rising- prices, while
investment income under pressure from low interest rates

» Inherent volatility of catastrophe exposed business and long-tailed lines of business (including life reinsurance)

» Persistent underperformance of the Group’s Corporate Solutions division, and execution risk related to plans for its repositioning

Outlook
The outlook is stable, reflecting the Group's very strong market position, extensive diversification and very strong capitalisation.

Factors that Could Lead to an Upgrade
Although there is limited potential for further upward pressure on the ratings over the next 12 to 18 months, the following factors
would further augment the Group's credit profile:

» Increased diversification of earnings streams resulting in lower potential earnings volatility

» Sustained strong core earnings with return on capital above 10% over the underwriting cycle, while maintaining very strong capital
adequacy

» Financial and total leverage consistently below 20%, with earnings coverage over 10x through the cycle

» Material improvement in the business environment, including P&C reinsurance pricing and interest rates

Factors that Could Lead to a Downgrade
The following factors could place negative pressure on Swiss Re's ratings:

» Sustained deterioration in financial flexibility, including financial leverage above 25% and earnings coverage below 6x

» Average return on capital below 6% on a through-the-cycle basis, or persistent and significant volatility in earnings

» Material deterioration in asset quality

» Meaningful and sustained adverse reserve development

» Reduction in shareholders' equity of greater than 10% over a rolling 12 month period due to catastrophe losses or poor operating
results

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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However, despite its extensive diversification, Swiss Re's significant natural catastrophe exposure still gives rise to earnings volatility,
as shown in 2017 and 2018, although its strong capitalisation is able to withstand high catastrophe losses. In response to rising prices
for property-catastrophe risk, the Group has increased its gross and net natural catastrophe exposure, with net exposure (at 99.5%
VaR level) to Tropical Cyclone North America (TCNA) increasing 40% to $6.5 billion at the start of 4Q 2019, from $4.7 billion at the
start of 4Q 2018. Additional increases in gross exposure have been offset by the Group’s increased use of alternative capital, through
its Alternative Capital Partners (ACP) platform. At 1 July 2019, capital relief from retrocession – mainly through ACP – amounted to
20% of the gross modelled shortfall at the 99% level, up from 13% at 1 July 2018. Despite its increased nat cat exposure, the Group
expects the impact on profitability to be limited by the fact that much of the exposure growth has been in peak risks, as opposed to
working layers, which exhibit greater frequency of loss. While we believe increased nat cat exposure is reasonable within the context of
the Group’s excess capitalisation, we expect Swiss Re to be more exposed to lower frequency, higher severity events going forward.

Asset Quality: High quality and stable investment portfolio
We consider Swiss Re's investment portfolio to be of high quality, with 49% of its overall investment portfolio invested in cash, short
term investments or government bonds as of H1 2019 (H1 2018: 48.5%). At YE18, Swiss Re’s high-risk asset amount (HRA, which
includes equity, real estate and non-investment grade securities) was 45.3% of adjusted shareholders’ equity (YE17: 39.2%). The
Group’s HRA ratio has remained relatively steady, due to the Group's adherence to its liability-driven investment approach and internal
risk limits.

In 2017, the Group announced that it had adopted investment return benchmarks that integrated environmental, social and governance
(ESG) criteria. The Group believes that managing their portfolio against ESG-focused benchmarks will reduce downside risk in its
portfolio, particularly over the longer-term.

As at YE18, reinsurance recoverable amounts remained stable at around 26% of shareholders’ equity, consistent with a Aaa rating level.
Goodwill & intangibles as a % of equity increased to around 48% at YE18 from 37% at YE17, driven by both an increase in the goodwill
& intangibles as well as a decrease in shareholders’ equity.

Capital Adequacy: Very strong capital adequacy with SST coverage above management targets
We consider the Group's capital adequacy to be very strong, both in absolute terms and compared to peers. As shown in Exhibit 5, the
Group’s regulatory and economic capital ratio under the Swiss Solvency Test (SST) was 241% at H1 2019 declining from 251% at year-
end 2018 and 269% at year-end 2017, but remaining well above its target level of 220%. Swiss Re's SST coverage declined due to a
number of reasons, including continued dividend and share buybacks despite significantly lower profitability in 2017 and 2018, as well
as redemption of a subordinated debt instrument, the impact of further declining interest rates in 2019 and rising capital deployment
in the business to take advantage of rising prices for reinsurance. I The Group remains committed to maintaining an excess capital
position, to enable it to take advantage of opportunities that may arise, or provide added resilience in the case of negative events.

Swiss Re’s capital adequacy is further bolstered by $2.7 billion in pre-funded facilities and $500 million in senior exchangeable notes
that are convertible into subordinated debt at the Group's option. In addition, in July 2018, the Group issued $500 million in senior
exchangeable notes that are convertible into equity at the Group's option. While these securities are relatively modest in the context
of the Group's current capital levels – Swiss Re’s SST Available Capital (risk-bearing capital, net of the market value margin), was $43.1
billion, $40.6 billion, and $46.3 billion at half-year 2019, start of 2019, and start of 2018, respectively – they strengthen the Group's
financial flexibility and would become an important source of capital in a severe stress event.
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ESG considerations
Environmental

Like its P&C (re)insurance peers, Swiss Re is exposed to the economic consequences of environmental risk - climate change in particular
- primarily through the unpredictable effect of climate change on the frequency and severity of weather-related catastrophic events,
such as hurricanes, floods, convective storms, drought and wildfires. In the ordinary course of its business, the Group undertakes a
number of steps to address the possible impacts of climate change on its underwriting risk, including typically writing one-year policies
on natural catastrophe-exposed business that provide the ability to reassess risk exposures and pricing as climate conditions change,
the frequent update of catastrophe and pricing models to reflect changing environmental conditions, and using retrocessional coverage
to manage risk exposures. In addition, the Group's extensive diversification by geography and business line reduces its exposure to risks
related to climate change.

Swiss Re also has opportunities to provide additional reinsurance coverage and risk transfer products to entities adopting climate
change adaptation strategies, including government programs (for example, the National Flood Insurance Program in the US) that use
reinsurance as a means to manage natural catastrophe-risk.

Social

Swiss Re is exposed to social risks through both its life and P&C (re)insurance businesses. Because of the Group’s main focus on
reinsurance and commercial insurance, it is not subject to the same level of conduct risk that primary insurers face related to their
sale and distribution of insurance and savings products to the public. However, Swiss Re is exposed to demographic and societal
trends, including longer lifespans and aging populations, which impact the pricing of life and health risks as insurers manage mortality,
longevity and morbidity risks. Swiss Re’s large mortality book acts as a natural, albeit imperfect, hedge against its rising longevity
exposures. Swiss Re's P&C business is exposed to a range of social risks, primarily through its liability and casualty exposures, where
claims relating to the US opioid epidemic and rising jury awards in the US are examples of social issues that are giving rise to higher
insurance and reinsurance claims across the sector. Swiss Re’s extensive diversification, including within its casualty book, and
sophisticated reserving practices moderates these social risks.

Governance

Like all other corporate credits, the credit quality of Swiss Re is influenced by a wide range of governance-related issues, relating to
financial, managerial, ownership or other factors, all of which can be exacerbated by regulatory oversight and intervention.

While Swiss Re’s risk exposures are complex, the Group has strong risk management processes and internal controls that mitigate
various governance risks. Under the oversight of its Board of Directors, the Group’s management team has a strong track record and
experience. Swiss Re operates within a strong regulatory environment, being overseen by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory
Authority, FINMA, and various national regulators in other jurisdictions.
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